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WILLIAM ANDREW SCHRODER RODER , 312 Ellen Street, advised 

that he is the owner and operat 15 a7 Fase 

Hurst Boulevard, HumsiggRexasl® He stated tha in mid-~ 

November, exact date unrecalled, he ordered 4 eee jig from 
5 o f z rds ao s = = T+ eae : 

a firm in Chicago through his jobber, Granes Enterprises, Dallas, 
Texyras 
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SCHRODER sta 
the Chicago firm forwa 
pehind in his work at 
SCHRODER explained oN 

holes in the barrel and/or reé 
properly line up scope and si 
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SCHRODER state 
ang since 

sured by Ord 

- SCHRODER advised 
m@ into his gu 

This box oonte tn mate 

Live rounds and the remain dee HIDES 7 casing 

SCHRODER stated the man requested him to re 6} Ss 

casings and that a friend of his would pick them up in a-ifow 

days. Photographs of LEE HARVEY OSWALD were di a 

SCHRODER and he stated he.was quite certain that 

the men were identical with (OSWAL 
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; SCHRODER was shown two empty 6.5 caliber Winchester. 

casings which the Dallas Police recovered from the Texas 

Book Depository Warehouse and upon examination of them ay 

thas tr cel " m SCHRODER was 

also shown'a live he?l and seated 

that 

Gh
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1G a 3 wi Ls ' 4 nG WOULd Vise, 

impos sible. for him to determine if this shell came from that 

reforenced Dok. 
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SCHRODER provided the following deseription of the 

man who brought the shells to his gun shop: a 

or 11/22/63 at 
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